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From the earliest days in colonial Australia "charitable 
organisations'' have been part of the social welfare system. 
Also from the earliest days these organisations have depended , 
in varying degrees, on public funds. The many tens of 
thousands of organisations which exist today perform a wide 
variety of functions. Some provide services to individuals; 
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some provide material aid; some are involved in social action; 
some support' the state and provide their wares as a supplement 
to state services; others see themselves as opponents of the 
mainline functions of state welfare and see themselves as an 
alternative to the state; S?me try to fit in between, and act 
as pressure groups in an attempt to have the state make total 
provision, or provide resources, for something more/better/different. 
Any contemporary analysis of NGWOs must be about politics, 
economics, accountability and social justice. 
should not be seen separately from one another. 
These notions 
The Wolfenden Committee in the U.K. identified four sectors 
which provide "social care" - the statutory, the commercial, the 
informal, and the "voluntary". I don't like the term 
"voluntary" - I prefer non-government, and what we_are talking 
about today is that sector. At times however there is a 
blurring of boundaries between the informal sector and NGWOs -
especially when one looks at self-help organizations and some 
of the smaller community groups whichare on the verge of 
service provision. 
At the SWRC we are conducing, in conjunction with ACOSS, 
a massive study of NGWOs. We've identified roughly 37,000 
agencies in Australi'a and we are in the process of analysing 
veritable mountains of fascinating data. Some of the 
preliminary data is important in today's context. 
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The oldest organization in our sample came into existence 
in 1839 but it is of interest to note that one-half of the 
organizations in our sample had been formed since 1970. It's 
interesting also to note that 15 per cent of all the NGWOs in 
operation today came into existence in 1973, 1974 or 1975, and 
in particular it's interesting to note that one quarter came 
into being since 1976. What we don't know yet is whether this 
rapid expansion is something that reflects the times, or whether 
organizations have always proliferated at this rate and then 
disappeared just ~s quickly. We don't know whether many of 
'the new organizations are specific purpose organizations with 
short life spans or whether they are here to stay. Nevertheless 
it will be interesting to monitor the progress of some of the 
organizations. 
Of the organizations that were founded before 1900 there 
were two main functions that were evident. Over two-thirds 
were concerned either with basic material needs or family 
and personal well-being. Of the organizations founded from 
the mid-70s on, the largest single category was concerned with 
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family and personal well-being, and following that were 
groups concerned with community organization and social action. 
It's interesting to note that community organization and 
social action wasn't part and parcel of the voluntary sector 
in the very earliest days nor were issues related to employment, 
education, environment and justice. The main social issues 
dealt with by the older agencies i.e. those formed before 1900, 
were family relations, elderly people, and homelessness. It's 
interesting to note that the newer agencies have an emphasis 
that hasn't shifted all that much. Family relations still 
lead the pack by a long way, followed then by organizations 
dealing w.i th handicap, then homelessness and aged persons -
it shows that some issues have been around for a long time. 
Other major areas include drug and alcohol issues, child care 
and unemployment. 
In our studies we've been trying to test some of the theory 
thats been developed overseas, especially the relationship 
between non-government organizations and government, which in 
many cases is a heavy sponsor of NGWOs. One of the academic 
theorists who is at the forefront of theory development and 
empirical substantiation is Professor Ralph Kramer. He's had 
quite an impact and has developed a number of models of how 
non-government organizations are structured and how they work. 
Over time his models have been re-vamped slightly and what he 
has identified has been a change over time in a number of 
traditional homes. 
First the traditional view was that NGWOs who wished, could 
play an innovative, experimental role because they have the 
flexibility in their structures and are qualified to 
pioneer, innovate, experiment, and develop demonstration 
projects which might later be picked up as models for the 
statutory sector. The evidence that Kramer cites is that 
this role is rarely played, though the rhetoric lives on. 
Very few services pioneered by NGWOs have become standard 
government operations. Instead, many services and agencies 
have become particularly specialized and expert in their 
delivery, so that it is more appropriate to call the role one 
of specialization than it is innovator or vanguard. 
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Second there was the improver role : NGWOs may serve as critic, 
watchdog, thorn in the side, in an attempt to bring pressure 
to bear on government to improve or extend services or service 
concepts; to some extent they may be valuable in defending 
government services against anti-government and anti-spending 
sentiments. Extending this role, Kramer argues that advocacy 
is a necessary part of the improver role. This was reflected 
particularly in those agencies dependent on government for 
funds not being hesitant to play an advocacy role. Some 
agencies are heavily involved in monitoring, criticizing and 
prodding government and use •d hoc coalitions, citizens' 
committees, media outlets and a wide range of lobbying and 
political tactics. 
Third there was the "guardian of values" role, which focused 
mostly on preserving voluntarism as a desirable objective. 
Overseas evidence has shown that voluntarism in NGWOs is 
confined mostly to fund raising events and public campaigns 
and only rarely to person-to-person service provision. 
Interestingly it was the largest, most bureaucratized 
professionalized agencies that Kramer found to be the most 
extensive users of volunteers. In retrospect, Kramer argues 
that consumerism, rather than voluntarism, evident in self-
help and mutual aid, is perhaps the most distinctive feature 
of modern NGWOs. 
Fourth the supplementer role, whereby NGWOs fill the gaps left 
by other care systems, where their activities are often 
crisis oriented and hopefully transitory, has given way to a 
service provider role, where basically NGWOs act more like 
agents of government. NGWOs perform on a contract or agent 
basis, and for a fee (from government - to cover costs) carry 
out service functions that government may be unwilling or 
unable to perform. An NGWO may be used by government as a 
primary service provider, a preferred provider, an alternative 
to or a subsitite for government service. 
All of this raises ideological questions about the 
relationship between public and private provision; between 
private and public identification of issues and problems; 
between public and private contributions to the development 
of coherent social policy. 
When we look at the data on NGWOs in Australia we find 
that there is a very heavy reliance on government for NGWO 
funding. This varies however with the size of the 
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organization and to some extent with the age of the organization. 
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Not surprisingly the oldest organizations are the largest 
ones with the largest budgets. When however we go right 
across the spectrum and include all of the agencies in our 
sample - and this includes a good many very small organizations, 
we frund that about 40 per cent received no money from 
government, but just under a quarter of the organizations 
received 75 per cent or more of their budget from government. 
This immediatly raises very important questions about what 
government expects in return for this money and what 
principles and practices of accountability exist. We did 
another study of traditional agencies in Western Australia 
which deal with disabled people and we found there that among 
the very largest agencies the range of reliance on government 
for funds was between 12 per cent and 84 per cent. We found 
agencies with budgets over $2 m. per annum getting up to 84 
per cent of their annual budget from government. These 
agencies maintained nevertheless that they were private 
organizations, autonomous, and were not to be regarded as part 
of the governmental structure. This is a.particularly 
sensitive issue in trying to deal with the relationship of 
non-government organizations and the state. 
Very very roughly Australia's 37,000 non-government 
organizations have a combined total annual cash flow of at 
least one billion dollars. Of this one billion dollars 
around six hundred million, give or take a couple of million, 
comes from the taxpayer. Of this amount around 70 per cent 
comes directly from the Commonwealth government and around 
30 per cent comes from the State government. There are 
just small crumbs that come from local government. 
When we look at the budgets of the organizations we 
find that around one-third of the organizations operated on 
absolute shoestrings - they had budgets of under $5,000 per 
annum - and three quarters of these received absolutely 
nothing from government. Only 12 per cent of the shoestring 
agencies received more than half of their budgets from 
government. At the other end of the spectrum 5 per cent of 
all agencies had annual incomes of over one million dollars. 
Of these ,large agencies 15 per cent received nothing from 
government but almost 40 per cent received more than one-half 
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of their budgets from government. So the clear trend that 
we've identified is that the larger the organization the greater 
the proportion of funds that comes from government. Conversely 
the smaller the organization the greater percentage of its 
annual budget comes from its own sources - that is funds that 
its been able to raise itself without external support. 
Another little snippet from our data is that the federal 
government is more generous to larger organizations and 
gives little to small organizations in comparison while the 
State governments are more generous to small or medium size 
organizations 
One of our questions asked what sort of policy role was 
played by Federal, State, and Local Governments in the 
operations of the NGWOs. The Federal Government had "a 
major" policy role in 20 per cent of the organizations, 
"some policy role" in 30 per cent of the organizations and 
no policy role in 50 per cent of the organizations. The 
State Government had a "major" policy role in 18 per cent of 
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the organizations, "some policy role" in 42 per cent of the 
organizations and no policy role in 40 per cent of the 
organizations. Local Government "had a major" policy role 
in 5 per cent of the organizations, "some policy role" in 
28 per cent of the organizations and "no policy role" in 67 
per cent of the organizations. These are important data and 
we will be analysing them further to determine other aspects 
of government input. 
In our study in Western Australia we found that the 
tranditional agencies which we examined were very heavily 
dependent on government funds. We found that they receive 
roughly equal amounts from the Federal government and from 
the State government. We found that funds from the 
Commonwealth government came under legislation and all of the 
funding went through very rigorous processes with lots of 
scrutiny by public service officers. This irritated the 
agencies to no end. They were particularly resentful of 
the fact that they had to fit into a bureaucratic pattern, 
that they had to have their projects examined by pul:>1.ic 
service clerks, that they were subject to the most incredible 
bureaucratic delays in getting their funding· through. In 
the interviews they expressed a great deal of hostility 
towards the Federal government - particularly the Department 
of Social Security - and when we released the Report in Perth 
the officers in the Department of Social Security were 
surprised and disappointed by the very negative comments that 
came through in the responses on the role of the Commonwealth 
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government. On the other hand the funding from the State 
government came through very much on an informal basis. 
The people in the agencies had very good networks with 
government ministers and senior public servants. There 
was no legislation with determined how much money would go 
to the agencies. The West Australian government was much 
more concerned with funding large traditional agencies than 
it was with small groups. And if one were able to negotiate 
comfortably with senior ministers or the Premier, then funds 
were forthcoming without any difficulty. Personal 
relationships were very important in the negotiating process. 
One of the interesting points that came through in the study 
was that the agency said that if funds were no longer 
available from government then they would have to close -
they simply couldn't continue without government funding. 
The interesting factor was that there was no program 
accountability at all. The autonomy of the agencies was 
not really compromised, and to some extent one could argue 
that this led to a situation where there was no co-ordinated 
planning in terms of the needs of the client populations -
in this case people with disabilities. The organizations 
were financially accountable to the extent that they were to 
demonstrate that there was no financial impropriety in respect 
of tfueii funds btit there was no program accountability. 
This is related to three factors : first, clearly specified 
program goals don't exist - second, there's no-competent 
overview of service needs, and should such an overview be 
developed there is no centralised power to ensure that there 
be co-ordinated and comprehensive service development - third, 
evaluative procedures and processes do not exist. 
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This must be seen of course within the context of government 
provision. There is very little government provision in the 
areas within which NGWOs perform the greater part of their 
functions. The agencies are in a difficult situation for on 
the one hand they pro~ide pretty well the only services that 
may be relevant to the client populations, yet on the otherhand 
they can be criticised for providing these services without 
adequate and satisfactory co-ordination or forward planning. 
It appears that for government to fund the NGWOs it is cheaper 
for government. The cheapness argument comes through when one 
bears in mind that a great deal of the work that would be carried 
out by salaried people if the service were provided under 
government auspices is provided either by unpaid volunteers or 
by people working at less than full rates. We are presently 
doing extensive work on the role of volunteers in NGWOs in 
Australia. It will be some time however before our data is 
available. 
While Ralph KramerJin his four country study found that 
some of the largest agencies were the most innovative, and the 
reliance on government funding did not necessarily reduce 
agency autonomy, our Western Australia study did not arrive at 
the same findings. There was no evidence to show that the 
largest agencies were the most innovative. We asked what sorts 
of services the agencies would like to provide if they had the 
funds to do so. Most of the responses generally fell into 
"more of the same" in a bigger or better or more careful way. 
Most of the large agencies responded by stating they would like 
more bricks and mortar - an extension here, a new facility there, 
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but none of the respones indicated a significant department 
from existing activities. The smaller organizations also 
responded by saying they would like more bricks and mortar 
or simply to expand or add another professional staff member 
or two. 
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The fact is that it is government and not the organizations 
that is more likely to sponsor innovationt and this will happen 
if government attaches firmer conditions to funding on a "take 
it or leave it" basis. To date most government funding is on 
the basis of a "you hatch it, we'll match it" basis but if 
government went more into the "take it or leave it" then there 
would be cri'es that agency autonomy was being compromised. 
However this does not seem terribly likely as government doesn't 
have firm views about what sorts of directions it might head into. 
What we found in Western Australia is that services are 
specialised, but not necessarily innovative or experimental. 
The agencies in the West could hardly be termed vanguards, nor 
were they heavily consumerist, advocacy oriented, regularly 
critical, nor were they continually pressing government for 
improvements. They were however strong service providers, used 
by government across a wide spectrum of performance - as primary 
providers; as preferred providers; as alternatives to; and 
substitutes for government services. 
In yet another study we have conducted extensive interviews 
with almost 40 government officers who are directly responsible 
for funding and liaison with non-government welfare organizations. 
On the otherhand there were responses that were fairly 
cynical as well. Some said that by funding NGWOs they were 
getting political kudos cheaply, they were buying off trouble 
and they were passing the buck. As one officer said "its not 
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a bad system for a small amount of hassle we can get the 
organizations to do the work for us". From anotherJperspective 
there was some hostility from one respondent who was very much 
against funding NGWOs because he said "the funding links social 
welfare with church do-gooders - it takes social responsibility 
from the community and in the process of heavy negotiation with 
the agency about funding, the emphasis is less on the 
development of programs and more on the hard task of assuring 
funds". 
Much as I would like to go a lot more deeply into what the 
government officers thought, what they expected in return, their 
vision of the way it all worked, and how they went about doing 
their job, I'm afraid that they will have to be the basis for 
another talk at another place. 
Our welfare futures are inextricably connected with the way 
in which issues of public and private provision are traded off 
and reconciled. Although NGWOs are private bodies it is 
illusory to think of a division between public and private activity 
in services. NGWOs cannot alone cope with the full range of 
welfare needs of disadvantaged people, and from its past 
commitments and practices, government certainly does not provide 
all that is needed. The situation, however, is one in which 
substantial public resources (mostly through capital funding) are 
transferred to private hands. Accountability is slight and a 
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dependency pattern is created whereby continuing funds are 
needed by the agencies for survival, and government is locked 
into providing funds to keep the capital investment optimally 
operational. Past funding creates a situation in which public 
and private are intert~ined and which is difficult to dislodge. 
If institutional usage falls below the optimum, per capita costs 
rise and in addition, under-utilization creates the potential 
for a political scandal. 
The agencies we studied had not become adjuncts of the 
government bureaucracy but were being stimulated and supported 
to do what government would like them to do. Government control 
over service details is limited. There is no evidence to show 
that government wants to have greater control. It is particularly 
expedient to be able to take credit where appropriate, and to be 
able to distance oneself from potential or real embarrassments. 
Lack of control is a trade-off for government not having to be 
involved in the process of developing expensive services of its 
own. 
This is particularly important in times of restraint on 
public sector expenditure and limitations on the size of 
government. By providing funds to NGWOs there is no nec·ess·ary 
government commitment to future funding or future operations. 
Funding can be modified with the times, but if government were 
to establish services itself, it would find itself with a 
long-term capital and staff commitments. Personnel on-costs 
in government are certainly much higher than in NGW0s and job 
security and fringe benefit enjoyed by go~ernment employees 
would not form part of the expenditure pattern of providing 
subsidies to NGWOs. 
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NGWOs are a central and crucial aspect of our welfare 
structure and welfare state. They will be most effective when 
they blend with othweare systems, especially the statutory 
and the informal. NGWOs have a primary focus on human need 
and individual and collective well being and they operate with 
two primary interfaces - first, the state, particularly the 
bureaucratic apparatus and second, the poor, the disadvantaged, 
the marginal and minority sectors of the population. At 
present there are severe conflicting pulls in these two 
interfaces. Economic circumstances are heading to a situation 
where poverty, inequality, unemployment and exclusion are not 
being alleviated, and if anything, exacerbated. There is a 
great squeeze on public sector funding, and government rhetoric 
in seeing the agencies as the vehicles to float over, with 
minimum boat rocking, this difficult situation. 
Many agencies simply are not sufficiently resourced to 
play this role, and with the pressures on them are not able to 
do anything other than try to keep thier heads, and their 
clients' heads above water. If we thought of NGWOs as working 
towards a more just and more equitable society we might expect 
to find: 
attempts to promote an alternative understanding of 
the nature of poverty, of disadvantage, and of the people 
who suffer, i.e. challenge some of the existing dominant 
interpretations; 
think about changing the way they relate to people in 
states of dependency to ensure they don't reinforce 
existing patterns in the structure of inequality; 
continually examine the structure and implications 
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of their relationship with government and the state. 
build coalitions or networks among NGWOs and other 
organizations such as professional associations, trade 
unions, co-operative organizations, etc. 
Present circumstances don't augur well for any sort of 
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major change in direction, and consequently the big organizations 
will probably keep going along their present path, but under 
greater financial and service pressure, and the shoestring 
agencies will find the shoestrings getting more and more fragile, 
and as we are seeing, breaking more frequently. 
It is important to understand clearly 
how agencies function; 
how government and non-government funding works; 
what expectations community and government have of the NGWOs; 
what autonomy and accountability patterns exist; 
what scope there is for innovation and direction change. 
The contribution which NGWOs make to many aspects of the 
functioning of the modern welfare state is significant. It is 
important that the nature, dimensions, variety, depth, 
limitations, interdependence, and alternative future options 
of that contribution be.better understood, more widely 
discussed and more thoroughly addressed. 
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